Does your current career offer this?

FLEXIBILITY
Developers can work from home and/or around their schedule

GROWTH
In-demand fields provide better growth opportunities

OPPORTUNITY
Increase your take-home pay with an in-demand skill set

If you said "no" to any of these, you should consider a career switch.

Become a software developer in just 12 weeks!
Claim Academy is changing people's lives — and yours can be next! Enroll in one of our award-winning intensive bootcamps and learn the skills you need to land the job of your dreams.

Claim Academy is industry-recognized and continues to win awards

High (88%+) job placement rates at top-ranked companies

Starting salaries for software developers average $67k

Start Your Application

Learn more about our programs
Claim Academy offers flexible full-time and part-time coding bootcamps across the four hottest coding languages

Java Full Stack Software Developer

C#/.NET Full Stack Software Developer

Full Stack JavaScript Software Developer

Cyber Security

Talk to a Career Counselor

Here's what our students are saying

"No background required. If you’re up for a challenge and willing to put in the work, you will get through this and feel so proud of yourself." — Ashley Patton

"If you come with an attitude to work hard, you will succeed. As a veteran with a background in logistics, Claim Academy enabled me to transfer my military skills to civilian life." — Colburn Sanders
"Learning a skill that will be in demand for years to come is a challenge, but it's completely worth it to know I will have career options and won't have to claim unemployment ever again." - Marcus Wells

Here are a few places our graduates work

Scottrade
Daugherty BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
CENTENE Corporation
mastercard.
AB InBev
Bayer

Why choose Claim Academy?
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